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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR:We intend to get back to the familiar printed copy as soon
as we are able. Meantime, I hope you enjoy this edition
and please help us to circulate it far and wide.

TO ALL OUR LOYAL
ADVERTISERS
You are not forgotten! Please bear
with us—we will make it up to you
when we get back to normal!
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St Botolph’s Church is now open
for Private Prayer.
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We are also ‘open’ in so many other different ways!

Why not connect with us via our FaceBook Page
(St Botolphs Church Saxilby)
Or via our prayer line by emailing:
prayertoshare@gmail .com

Please note: The views expressed in this magazine
are not necessarily those of the PCC.

Any further developments will be put on the Notice Board
and the website: www.saxilbyparishchurch.co.uk
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Saxilby/Stow Priest-in-Charge:Rev. Nicola Penn- Allison 01522 702427
Nicola.penn-allison@lincoln.anglican.org

22nd July—HOLY DAY St Mary Magdalene patron of repentant sinners

Letter from the Vicarage
Have you heard of Dial a Sermon
yet? This is our new resource for

It is easy to understand the popularity of Mary Magdalene
over the centuries: she is the patron saint both of
repentant sinners and of the contemplative life.

anyone who would like to hear
the weekly sermon while unable

Jesus drove seven demons from Mary, who came from
near Tiberius in Galilee. She became His follower to the
bitter end. She followed Him to Jerusalem and was
present during the crucifixion, standing heart-broken at
the foot of the cross. Her love for Jesus did not end there,
for she went to the tomb to anoint His body on the Sunday
morning.

to come to church. By dialling 01522 449166 each
Sunday (or anytime that week up to Saturday) you
will be able to listen to the Sunday sermon, the
collect prayer for that Sunday and the Bible
references. Rev’d Nicola, Gillian and Joan are
taking it in turns to record the sermon so do dial

Such faithful, humble devotion was richly repaid: it gave
her a unique privilege among all mankind: she was the
first person to whom the Risen Lord appeared on Easter
Sunday morning. She thought He was the gardener at
first.

up, each week, to hear the latest.

Mary Magdalene has sometimes been identified with the
woman who anointed Christ’s feet in the house of Simon
(Luke 7:37). Over the centuries many artists have painted
this scene. Mary Magdalene’s feast has been kept in the
West since the 8th century. England has 187 ancient
churches dedicated to her, as well as a College in both
Oxford and Cambridge.

We hope, by the time you are reading this notice,
that we will have some of the seven churches
open for private prayer. Please keep an eye on
church notice boards and doors for more
information. Also, we will share information on
our Face Book pages (St Helen’s Willingham;
St Botolph’s Saxilby and St Edith’s Coates), our
web sites at St Botolph’s, Saxilby; St Mary’s in
Stow and St Peter and St Paul in Kettlethorpe.
We also have a ‘prayer line’ email address which
is confidential and pray requests will be prayed
by the clergy and we will get in contact with you if
you request this in your email. The email address
is prayertoshare@gmail.com

WORDSEARCH (Solution on page 19)
Mary
patron
repentant
sinners
contemplative
life
seven
demons
Tiberius
galilee
anoint
feet

Have you got a favourite photograph of one of the
Churches in the Saxilby and Stow Groups of
Parishes? If so, and you have an electronic copy
of it, please email it to me. I am looking for
photographs of all the churches to show as a
backdrop on our new YouTube videos.
Sorry – we can’t have people shown in the
photographs – but I bet you have some wonderful
shots of the buildings and interiors on your phone.
I will pick out the ones most suitable for each
Sunday so I would love a large library to draw
upon.
How about one or two photos per person please?
Email to Nicola.penn-allison@lincoln.anglican.org.
Thank you.
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follower
end
Jerusalem
Crucifixion
foot
cross
tomb
body
morning
faithful
humble
devotion

privilege
mankind
risen
appeared
easter
gardener
disciples
return
obedient
resurrection
witness
courage

SAXILBY W.I.
News and Information
Hope you are all keeping well? It has been lovely to enjoy the warm weather if at times it was very hot but
aren’t the gardens looking lovely?
Still in lock down but the light is getting brighter at the end of the tunnel, which is a lovely thought.
Although the village hall is getting ready to open when the government allows it to do so we won’t meet in
July. Our speaker from the Anglian Water Authority has cancelled but we also want to ensure members
feel confident at coming to the meetings. We are waiting for more guidance from the National Federation
of WIs.
This month we have had our fortnightly Zoom chats which have been very interesting.
The topic was where to go on holiday if we could go any where. Favourites were Northumberland and
Norfolk especially if it was with the family.
Our next Zoom will be on the 16th July so members if you can, do join us.
We will have news of theAugust meeting in the next Foss Focus..
So don't just read about us come along and see for yourself what we are about.
We meet in the village hall at 7.30pm on the second Thursday of each month and visitors are always
welcome. For more information please contact Bron Williams on 01522702108
Barbara Clay
PARISH PUMP Editor: The Revd Dr Gary Bowness continues his tongue-in-cheek letters
from ‘Uncle Eustace’… this was written before lockdown.

Beware the spell-checker on your special service sheets!
The Rectory, St James the Least
My dear Nephew Darren,
When producing material for your magazine or church services, beware the computer
spell-checker. We once let our own system check a Christmas carol sheet and, on the night, found ourselves
obliged to sing “away in a manager”, mangers apparently being unknown to our machine.
If you use special sheets regularly, it seems a law of nature – as with metal coat hangers - that they all intermingle
while no one is watching. Thus, on Easter Day, half the congregation will have been issued with sheets for Harvest,
which will only become obvious once the service begins. The first hymn will be entirely lost while sidespersons
scuttle about looking for replacements only to find that there won’t be enough of them anyway and then the second
hymn will be lost while others helpfully wander about church donating their sheets to those looking helpless and then
trying to find someone to share with.
Never, ever, print on them ‘Do not take home’ as this will only ensure everyone does so. I have sometimes wondered
if the instruction ‘Take this sheet home for reference’ would ensure that they stayed neatly arranged in the pews
after the service. And if it is a service where babies are likely to be present, be assured that many of the copies will
be returned half chewed and coated with bits of whatever the infant had for breakfast. There must be a market for
paper treated with a child-repellent flavour for such occasions.
Anyone who thinks we are an unimaginative nation should visit a church after a special service to see how many
places members of congregations can invent to hide the booklets: under kneelers, neatly folded and hidden inside
hymn books, among flower arrangements and behind heating pipes so that no one can quite reach them. They then
lurk there reproachfully for the next ten years until mice solve the problem.
No, stick to large, hard bound books. They are resistant to teeth and are too substantial to be hidden in pockets.
Their only drawback is that they tend to fall victim to the pull of gravity at the quietest moments.
Your loving uncle, Eustace
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PLEASE STAY ALERT
Chairman’s Report
Hello Everyone, welcome to my second
report as Parish Council Chairman which I
currently writing in a temperature of over 30
degrees. Hasn’t the weather been incredibly
varied recently with great variety in
temperature and considerable rain. One
thing that has resulted from this weather is
that the grass has grown very quickly indeed
and I’d like to pay tribute to the Parish
Council Grounds Team for all their hard work
in keeping the grass cut.
Another challenge we have had as a Parish
Council in the last month is continuing to
deal with the financial impact of Coronavirus.
I remarked in my report last month that this
was the major issue which we as a Council
would have to work through as a team, along
with our Council Officers. I also said that the
recent fire at the Community Centre which
meant the Parish Offices are out of action
has made this challenge all the harder.

The Cliff Bradley & Sons 5k and 2k
run due to be held on 6th September
was cancelled.

•

The Christmas Fireworks Event due to
be held on November 28th was
cancelled. Although due to the
sponsorship from Ian and James
Willox there will be a Christmas Tree.

•

The Wellies and Waterways Day on
July 4th was cancelled. Other planned
Days will be reviewed.

As only one entry was received by the
deadline a separate decision has also been
made to cancel “Saxilby in Bloom 2020”.
Last month I mentioned that I have set
myself a target
of having
“101
Conversations” with people of all ages and
who live and work in Saxilby and Ingleby
over the coming months. The idea is to
listen and understand what people see as
the most important issues going forward.
As of yet nobody has contacted me. Come
on everyone, I really do want to hear your
ideas.

June’s Full Council meeting reviewed our
Programme of Events for the year. In looking
at this Programme it had to be taken into
account that Council Officer capacity has
had to be prioritised to handling the issues
relating to the aftermath of the fire and also
the financial challenges that the Council
currently faces. Decisions were made as
follows:
•

•

Let’s all work as a team to take our Village
forward.
“Together the Future”
Paul Stafford – Chairman, Saxilby with
Ingleby Parish Council

The Saxilby Waterfront Festival due to
be held on 5th July was cancelled
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St Andrews Community Centre
Following our fire in May, the St Andrews Community Centre, including library, function
rooms and Bar remain closed and work is ongoing with our insurance company on the
required restoration works. Timescales for the works and potential re-opening are still to
be confirmed. Please bear with us during this time and rest assured that everybody is
working hard to ensure we can re-open our facilities as soon as we possibly can.
This year’s events
Sadly a number of our community
events have had to be cancelled
(see Chairman’s Report), however
we hope that we may be able to
run them next year and that they
will be supported, as ever, by the
local community.

Following a relaxation of Government Covid-19
restrictions, the tennis and bowls facilities are now
up and running, although appropriate guidelines
and restrictions are being followed.
We soon hope to be able to re-open the play area,
again in line with the current Government guidance.

anybody who has already entered
the 5k or 2k or any business which
has sponsored one of this years
cancelled events will be contacted
in due course.

How to contact the Parish Council during the current Covid-19 restrictions
By phone:

By e-mail:

01522 703912 (office) - the Parish Office is closed, however voicemails are
being monitored remotely and we will attempt to respond to any urgent
queries within 24 hours.
clerk@saxilbyparishcouncil.co.uk

Please check out our social media for any important updates:
Website:
Facebook:
Twitter:

www.saxilbyparishcouncil.gov.uk
@SaxilbywithInglebyParishCouncil
@SaxilbyCouncil
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SUDOKU CHALLENGE (Solution on page 19)

CROSSWORD CLUES (Solution on page 19)
Across

1 ‘I pray that out of his glorious — he may strengthen you with power through his Spirit in your inner being
(Ephesians 3:16) (6)
4 ‘Saul’s father Kish and — father Ner were sons of Abiel’ (1 Samuel 14:51) (6)
7 ‘Praise the Lord, O my — ’ (Psalm 103:1) (4)
8 See 5 Down
9 Laws (1 Kings 11:33) (8)
13 ‘Who of you by worrying can — a single hour to his life?’ (Luke 12:25) (3)
16 Artistry (Exodus 31:5) (13)
17 ‘Your young men will see visions, your — men will dream dreams’ (Acts 2:17) (3)
19 How David described his Lord (Psalm 19:14) (8)
24 ‘If this city is built and its — — restored, you will be left with nothing in Trans-Euphrates’ (Ezra 4:16) (5,3)
25 ‘The holy Scriptures, which are able to make you — for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus’ (2 Timothy 3:15)
(4)
26 Intended destination of arrows (Lamentations 3:12) (6)
27 Eve hit (anag.) (6)

Down
1 ‘For I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find — for your souls’ (Matthew 11:29) (4)
2 Where Peter was when he denied Christ three times (Luke 22:55) (9)
3 Remarkable early 20th-century Indian evangelist, a convert from Hinduism, — Sundar Singh (5)
4 ‘Now the king had put the officer on whose — — leaned in charge of the gate’ (2 Kings 7:17) (3,2)
5 and 8 Across
The Lover describes this facial feature of the Beloved thus: ‘Your — is like the tower of Lebanon
looking towards — ’ (Song of Songs 7:4) (4,8)
6 ‘Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled — your waist’ (Ephesians 6:14) (5)
10 Trout (anag.) (5)
11 Easily frightened (1 Thessalonians 5:14) (5)
12 The ability to perceive (Ecclesiastes 10:3) (5)
13 One of the clans descended from Benjamin (Numbers 26:38) (9)
14 “It is one of the Twelve,” he replied, “one who — bread into the bowl with me”’ (Mark 14:20) (4)
15 Resound (Zephaniah 2:14) (4)
18 Traditional seat of the Dalai Lama (5)
20 Precise (John 4:53) (5)
21 Build (Ezekiel 4:2) (5)
22 Beat harshly (Acts 22:25) (4)
23 Darius, who succeeded Belshazzar as king of the Babylonians, was one (Daniel 5:31) (4)
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DISTRICT
COUNCIL
Normal but not normal
Some people might say
that about me I suppose,
but what I mean is that we are trying
to return to a form of normality at
WLDC in this strange time in which
we live.
For the first month of lockdown we
could not have any council meetings
Parish District or County Council.
Legislation was passed in Parliament
to allow virtual meetings and though
strange it has enabled us to return to
some normal business and just this
week as I write this we held our first
full council meeting with something
in excess of about forty people on the
virtual call using Microsoft Teams.
Sadly with Teams you cannot see
everyone, whereas with Zoom which
we have used as a Parish Council you
see many more people.
We have now had planning
committee twice a Policy and
Resources and a Prosperous
Communities Committee at various
times.
Many of the officers are working
from home and so they are scattered
across the area and beyond but are
still in the same meeting it’s very
weird , but I fear may become more
normal in the weeks months and
maybe years ahead.
Catching Up
Whilst we were unable to have
Council meetings at WLDC the Chief
Executive Mr. Ian Knowles had
certain executive powers which he
could exercise in conjunction with
appropriate councillors, usually the
chairman of the relevant committee
and the leader of the council or
occasionally the chairman of the
council. Any actions thus taken have,
by law to be reported to the full
council as soon as is practicable to do
so. To that end we have had
regular bulletins, at one point every
other day though less frequently
now. But major decisions cannot be
taken in this way and so there is
some catch up to do for the loss of
almost three months business.

Calling the Councillors.
While constituents are welcome to
phone us as councillors almost any
time, and whilst not presuming to
speak for her Mrs. Brockway is the
same as I am in that regard, it would
be appreciated if calls to us were
limited during evenings at the
moment as it is likely that we will be
on conference calls over teams and
the phone ringing is not only
distracting it can cause disquiet
across the whole conference call as if
your microphone is un-muted and
there is a call everyone gets to hear
it.
Do call us at other times and if we are
not available then leave a message
and we will get back to you. I think
that will be easier than trying to say
which evenings are meeting evenings
and which not. If we are not on a
meetings we can obviously call you
back in an evening if that is convenient.
Key Workers
I want to say just a brief word about
key workers during this time. I know
people were clapping on a Thursday
evening and that was important and
well received and many key workers
but primarily the health and medical
workers were thanked that way and
it was appreciated.
We too have had our key workers at
WLDC, not least our refuse collectors.
They have, as they always do, pitched
up on our streets each Friday to take
away the refuse be that residual,
recycling or green waste. They have
maintained a vital service during this
period imagine what you would have
done with 14 weeks (and counting)
of rubbish.
We owe all those who have kept vital
services and facilities running over
these difficult times across our
district be they medical staff, shop
staff, council officers and many
others, but I did particularly want to
just highlight the refuse collectors as
theirs is not always a glamorous job
but we would be in a mess without
them.
Fly tipping
It is said that there is an increase in
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fly tipping during the period of the
lockdown. There was a period were
recycling centres were closed by the
county council and that despite the
districts lobbying to have them
reopened. They now are reopening
on a limited basis.
In truth there is not, we think, an
increase in fly tipped material but
rather that with more walking and
cycling tasking place people notice
the fly tipping more than they would
from their car. But there is no excuse.
Bulky collections like normal weekly
collections have been maintained,
and yes there is a charge, but it’s a lot
less than a fine for fly tipping or being
complicit in a man with a van taking
your waste away with no licence to
do so, only to fly tip it down the road.
You employing such a person are as
liable for legal punishment as is the
fly tipper and if the waste is traced
back to you then WLDC will
prosecute.
Covid 19 the true Cost
We don’t know yet what the cost of
the pandemic will be in terms of
value but there will be a loss felt by
all councils of whatever level. To
begin with there has been no income
from those chargeable services.
Planning took a freefall in that people
were not applying for permissions as
no one could be building or getting
supplies to build with. Land Registry
Searches were also all but ended as
for a while no one could move and so
searches were not required in the
main.
Business rates too have taken a dip
with companies not being able to pay
with their loss of income, Licensing
has not happened with pubs clubs
and bars being and so it goes on. The
chief Executive does not think there
will need to be an emergency budget
at the moment but he did say it
would be at least over to financial
years before all the impacts of Covid
work themselves through systems
and we know what we have lost.

Rev. Cllr. David J. Cotton
Tel. - 01522 702634
david.cotton500@ntlworld.com

Saxilby & District History Group
interest in the village.
Please contact us (details below) to buy a copy.

Next Meetings
All meetings and trips are cancelled until further notice.

Social Media

Village History Books

We are continually adding information and snippets of
local history to our media sites.You can follow us on
our website –
www.saxilbyhistory.org, on Twitter –
SaxilbyHistoryGroup – @SaxilbyG, or Facebook –
Saxilby and District History Group.

Our first book of Saxilby’s history, ‘Step Back in Time’
was published in 2005. Since then we have sold over
1000 copies, with one reprint; there are just a few
copies left.
Our second book, ‘Saxilby Past and Present’, features
then and now photographs of places of

Pictures from the Past
As this magazine is still on-line, I thought that I would take the opportunity to show you a few of the coloured
photographs from our ‘John Wilson Collection’. The older photographs were hand coloured. The photo archive
features Lincolnshire photographs and postcards mainly from the early 20th century.
Below, 1977, and the Queen’s Silver Jubilee saw the entire village decorated for the occasion, as shown in this
collage of the High Street shops.

Pictured on the next page is the swing bridge over the canal which, before it was replaced by the by-pass in 1937,
carried the main road from Lincoln to Worksop. Built in 1824, it was operated by a bridge keeper who lived in the
cottage. In the background is the level crossing gatekeepers hut.
continued…
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A series of hand coloured views of the High Street in the early 1930’s

Please take care of yourselves in these unusual times.

Chris Hewis

Secretary – Jayne Hewis …01522-703047
e-mail info@saxilbyhistory.org
www.saxilbyhistory.org
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members, should submit their application
form as soon as possible. Application forms
can be obtained from saxmembership@outlook.com
Group News
As was mentioned before some groups are
slowly restarting:
Golf: This group has re-opened for details
contact Mike on 01522 703964
Bird Watching: Contact Ann on 01522 704449
for details
Boules: Group Leader Roger will advise current
members. This however depends on ‘The
Anglers’ reopening date. All games will of
course comply with social distancing rules. If
you are not a current member of this group
and wish to join contact Roger on 01522
394034for up to date details.
Literature: Weather permitting Anne is
planning to hold a ‘garden’ meeting for
members or the group in early July. If you are
not a member but wish to join please contact
Anne on 01522 702532. Normal meetings
indoors will not begin just yet.
Sewing: The Sewing Group had a one-off
garden meeting but again no date for the
usual meetings yet.
Music Appreciation: Jean the group’s leader
reports they have been enjoying a ‘Tune of the
day’ courtesy of Graham Turnbull but this is
now suspended. The group is now looking at
restarting in August, of course, depending on
government guidelines and if the Church Hall
will be open.
Pub Lunches: Even though pubs and
restaurants are now gradually reopening,
Rose feels the restrictions which will be in
place would make it not viable for a large
group of U3A members to really participate
and enjoy. So as much we are all looking

Saxilby U3A
We hope you are all well
and now beginning to enjoy a little more
freedom with the gradual easing of the
lockdown and we’re hoping that many groups
will start again in some shape or form all
within government guidelines. Sadly, the
monthly meetings will continue to be
cancelled until further notice. The AGM has
also been delayed but hopefully will be held
before the end of the year.
The current committee is continuing for the
20/21 year except for Anne Hemsley who has
decided to step down after three years on the
committee. Everyone would like to thank Anne
for the time, effort, and commitment she has
made to the Saxilby U3A during her time on
the committee as a Group Co-Ordinator and
Catering Manager. (AKA Refreshment
Organiser!).
Alan Lowe has also decided to step down after
serving eight years on the committee. Again,
many thanks go to him for the great work he
has done on the committee. In the ethos of
the U3A he has certainly learnt a lot, taking on
new roles and challenges particularly those of
Treasurer and Web Master, Thank you Alan
again for all you have done during your time
on the committee. It is much appreciated.
Anne and Alan’s resignations now means there
are vacancies on the Committee. If you feel
you could step into the role to help run the
Saxilby U3A please contact any member of
the Committee.
The closing date for membership renewals has
also be extended until the end of August.
Those of you wishing to renew membership
who have not already done so, or any new

(Cont’d on next page)
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forward to our lunches out with wonderful
company, we will have to wait a little longer.
Zoom Meetings
If any members are feeling the need for a chat
with a friendly face, then please contact Paul
Stafford Tel 01522 704449 who is willing to
facilitate a Zoom meeting via the computer.
This is quite simple if you have a computer
with a camera and speaker. If you do not know
how, the U3A is all about learning new skills,
and want to give it a go give Paul a ring.
Mollie’s Wing Walk
Many of you will remember that last year
Mollie Samms had planned to do a Wing Walk
to raise money for the charity ‘Medical
Detection Dogs’ (MDD) which was cancelled
numerous time due to bad weather and
technical problems. Mollie managed to raise
over £2000 in sponsorship all of which has
been donated to the charity. Mollie vowed to
do the walk this year, however, due to Covid
19 the original date in June was cancelled but
we now have a new date of Sunday 26th July at
3pm at Wickenby Airfield. If you have not
sponsored Mollie yet and would like to please
contact her on 01522 705315. Also, if you want
to give her moral support you are very
welcome to go along to Wickenby on the day.
Saxilby U3a as a group support the MDD
charity by collecting used printer cartridges,
stamps, and foreign coins from its members.
So, keep saving and bring along to the monthly
meeting once we start again.
The MDD charity is now working on the
possibility that it’s dogs could be trained to
‘sniff out’ Covid 19 this research is in the very
early stages but if proven viable could be a
great help in containing the spread in the
future.
Keep safe and well.

Poetry Group
A Bit of Nonsense by Paula Willey
In the land of Wong
Where the nights are long
The Wongets wear shoes on their heads
At night they repose
With baked beans up their nose
And sleep upside down in their beds
An explanation of a Didactic Cinquain
The first word should be the same as the poem
title, the second line has two words that are
adjectives describing the title. The third line has
three words telling the reader more about the
subject, which are verbs mostly ending in – ing.
The fourth line has words that show emotion
about the subject of the poem, the fifth line has
one word that is a synonym of the title.
Didactic Cinquain by June MacKay
Sausage
Sausage
Hot dog
Sizzling, browning, spitting
Food for the BBQ
Banger
LINDSEY GARDENING ASSOCIATION (SAXILBY)
Due to the ongoing Covid-19 crisis continuing to worsen
and escalate, the Gardening Club has taken the sad but
sensible decision to cancel and curtail all of their
activities until the end of July 2020, entailing:
The Rose Show June 27th.
The member’s Best Kept Garden Competition.
All Committee Meetings.
All Bus Outings.
Then, dependent on the Government directives
applicable on the 31st July, the situation will be
reviewed, with particular respect to the forthcoming
September 2020 Annual Show, the Annual General
Meeting on October 22nd and the forthcoming 2020/2021
Programme.
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MESSAGE FROM THE
MANSE

poor, not because they need it, but because our own
health depends upon our giving to them.

JULY 2020 – Message from
the Manse

US … the truly plural us. Give not just to our own but to
everyone, including those who are very different than
the narrow us. Give your gifts to all of us equally.

A Lord’s Prayer for Justice. 1996,
from Ron Rolheiser.

THIS DAY … not tomorrow. Do not let us push things
off into some indefinite future so that we can continue
to live justified lives in the face of injustice because we
can use present philosophical, political, economic,
logistic, and practical difficulties as an excuse for
inactivity.

“In the world’s scheme of things, survival of the fittest
is the rule. In God’s schema, survival of the weakest is
the rule. God always stands on the side of the weak
and it is there, among the weak, that we find God.
Given the truth of that, let me risk a commentary on
the Lord’s Prayer:

OUR DAILY BREAD … so that each person in the world
my have enough food, enough clean water, enough
clean air, adequate health care, and sufficient access to
education so as to have the sustenance for a healthy
life. Teach us to give from our sustenance and not just
from our surplus.

OUR FATHER … who always stands with the weak, the
powerless, the poor, the abandoned, the sick, the
aged, the very young, and those who, by victim of
circumstance, bear the heat of the day.

AND FORGIVE US OUR TRESPASSES … forgive us our
blindness towards our neighbour, our obsessive
self-preoccupation, our racism, our sexism, and our
incurable propensity to worry only about ourselves and
our own. Forgive us our capacity to watch the evening
news and do nothing about it.

WHO ART IN HEAVEN … where everything will be
reversed, where the first will be last and the last will
be first, but where all will be well and every manner
of being will be well.
HALLOWED BY THY NAME … may we always
acknowledge your holiness, respecting that your ways
are not our ways, your standards are not our standards.
May the reverence we give your name pull us out of
the selfishness that prevents us from seeing the pain
of our neighbour.

AS WE FORGIVE THOSE WHO TRESPASS AGAINST US …
help us to forgive those who victimise us. Help us to
mellow out in spirit, to not grow bitter with age, to
forgive the imperfect parents and systems that
wounded, cursed, and ignored us.

YOUR KINGDOM COME … help us to create a world
where, beyond our own needs and hurts, we will do
justice, love tenderly, and walk humbly with you and
each other.

AND DO NOT PUT US TO THE TEST … do not judge us
only by whether we have fed the hungry, given clothing
to the naked, visited the sick, or tried to mend the
systems that victimised the poor. Spare us this test for
none of us can stand before this gospel scrutiny. Give
us, instead, more days to mend our ways, our
selfishness, and our systems.

YOUR WILL BE DONE … open our freedom to let you
in so that the complete mutuality that characterises
your life might flow through our veins and thus the life
that we help generate may radiate your equal love for
all and your special love for the poor.

BUT DELIVER US FROM EVIL … that is, from the
blindness that lets us continue to participate in
anonymous systems within which we need not see who
gets less as we get more.

ON EARTH AS IN HEAVEN … may the work of our
hands, the temples and structures we build in this
world, reflect the temple and the structure of your
glory so that the joy, graciousness, tenderness, and
justice of heaven will show forth within all of our
structures on earth.

Amen.”

https://ronrolheiser.com/a-lords-prayer-for-justice/
#.Xt_OeS_Mw_U

GIVE … life and love to us and help us to see always
everything as gift. Help us to know that nothing comes
to us by right and that we must give because we have
been given to. Help us realise that we must give to the

Methodist Minister:- Rev. Dr. Helen Hooley
Tel: 01522 702887 helen.hooley@methodist.org.uk
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SAXILBY BOWLS CLUB

The queue

Covid - 19 Supplementary
Guidance for Lawn Bowls
Clubs

While waiting in a socially
distanced queue early one
morning for the supermarket to
open for us ‘seniors’, I was surprised to see a
young man saunter along and try to cut in at
the front of the queue. A furious old lady
waved her cane at him, and he quickly backed
away.

We are pleased to see that members are
turning out for practice despite the ongoing
restrictions imposed by the pandemic.

A moment later, the young man tried again.
He managed to dodge the old lady, but then
two old men started shouting at him. Again,
the young man backed away.

Taking into account the previous 2 metre
social distancing rules, members are asked
to please note that whilst the latest
Government guidance enables triples play,
clubs may also wish to consider alternative
formats with reduced numbers per rink –
for example singles and pairs – in order for
social distancing to be more easily
maintained.

But he wasn’t giving up, and soon the young
man approached the queue for the third time.
By now, all of us pensioners were ready for
him, an angry wall of opposition.

The young man stood there for a moment, and
then shrugged his shoulders. “If you people
won’t let me unlock the door, none of you will

With no league games in operation, some
members have shown an interest in playing
a singles/doubles tournament within the
Club. If sufficient numbers are interested it
may be possible to arrange a simplified
tournament, however time is of the
essence and I will require names of
interested parties no later than Saturday
11th July.

ever get in to shop.”
Crazy?
Our minister wanted the title of her next
sermon to be posted ahead of time on the
church website.
She rang our church warden and said that the
title was to be: ‘Are Ministers Crazy?’

Not hearing this as a question, the church
warden dutifully posted: ‘Our Minister’s Crazy.’

Richard Fines,
Chairman.

Seagull
A father was at the beach with his children
when the four-year-old son ran up to him,
grabbed his hand, and led him to the shore
where a seagull lay dead in the sand. “Daddy,
what happened to him?”

CHRISTIANS in Saxilby Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/1645390572278154/
In a time when churches are empty and we cannot
meet as we would normally I was asked by a friend
to start this group.
I post readings, hymns, psalms, lots of things for
people to HOPE upon.
The promise of God are steadfast, for he is good.
Alan Measures

“He died and went to heaven,” the father
replied.

The boy thought a moment and then asked:
“Why did God throw him back down?”
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CURTAIN UP!
Well here we are in July! Whilst lockdown is somewhat relaxed we still have significant restrictions and
guidelines to follow with regard to our safety and health. Strange times indeed ….. that’s said at the time
of writing , restrictions are gradually being relaxed so I REALLY hope we are on the way to the 'new
normal' whatever that may be.
Ahead of the opening of the village hall we have been given some guidelines regarding new, hopefully
temporary, measures that must be in place for the foreseeable future. Once we as a group have
discussed the way forward, I'll let you know how these will affect you as an audience at one of our
productions.
But in the meantime, let's think of other things.
I MUST make mention of the sad passing of Dame Vera Lynn at the age of 103. We at the Drama Circle
'doff our caps' in respect to this remarkable lady – who brought hope and encouragement to everyone
with her music, at a time when it was most needed.
At the time of writing, exactly when professional theatres are re-opening is unclear, however there is
speculation it will be in time for pantomime. I was reading just this week that Tim Rice is planning on
bringing Aida to the Westend. This is a musical based on the Verdi opera of the same name. Aida
premiered on Broadway on March 23, 2000, running for 1,852 performances until September 5, 2004. It
was nominated for five Tony Awards and won four, including Best Original Score. It was also named by
Time magazine as one of the top ten theatre productions of the year. I was VERY fortunate in that I spent
a 'significant' birthday in New York, and one of my presents was to see this show. It's a tale of love,
loyalty and betrayal, chronicling the love triangle between Aida, a Nubian princess stolen from her
country, Amneris, an Egyptian princess, and Radames, the soldier they both love. When it does finally
make it to the London stage – I thoroughly recommend seeing it.
On that note – I'll sign off for this month. Hopefully see you next month but back as a paper copy rather
than on-line!
Stay healthy!

Mark Stoneham
Chairman - Saxilby Drama Circle

The new absolutely-must-have item for
your kitchen

As Nicola Hattersley, tableware buyer for
John Lewis, explained: “One positive from
being at home more is taking the time to
make mealtimes more of an occasion.

Here is a curious winner in the coronavirus
crisis: the humble egg cup. It has been flying
off the shelves in recent months, as more of
us find solace in a cooked breakfast.

“The humble egg cup – something many of us
haven’t used since childhood – is gracing
tables once again and hopefully we’ll see a
new generation becoming familiar with
‘soldiers’ and debating the best way to smash
open a boiled egg.”

At one point, John Lewis had sold out of most
of its egg cups, with even the most expensive
lines selling out. (Such as Le Creuset’s set of
six egg cups for £45, or Emma Bridgwater’s
set of six for £27.95.)
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What’s Happening with Saxilby
Strollers?
We are still in the same situation as last month
waiting for restrictions to be changed with
regards to numbers in groups, the recent
information from Ramblers Walking for health
stated “It is important to note that Ramblers

WFH have stated that ALL group walks and
activities remain suspended until further notice.”

We are governed by these organisations and
have to abide by their rulings for our and your
safety on walks.
I am sure that a number of you have met up in
groups less than 6 socially distanced on walks
and with the weather being so good it is a
pleasure. Apart from the Saxilby walks we have
had a walk with the dog at Tunman Woods and
Knaith Park. The day we decided to walk at
Tunman woods it was overcast and cool when we
set off but then the sun came out and we were
totally unprepared for the rise in temperature.
Walking back along the limestone road the heat
was reflected back up at us and we were very
hot. The poor dog was exhausted when we got
back to the car, mind you so were we! We were
more prepared at Knaith Park and through the
trees it was very pleasant, there were quite a
number of walkers out with dogs. When the
temperature reaches 30C you need a nice
shaded walk to be on.
This photograph was taken on the Tunman

Woods walk in March 2020. How different from
now.
As I said last time in the Foss Focus if you are
walking on paths around the village please do not
trespass onto farmer’s fields. Also if you have a
dog pick up the poo, it’s not acceptable just to
leave it even though we are not on a paved
route.
Hopefully we will be able to get back with our
friends and fellow walkers in the not too distant
future as I am sure we will eventually resolve
this virus issue. In the meantime stay safe and
take good care of yourselves. Keep your social
distance in mind.
David and Barbara Clay tel 01522 702581
Mobile 07768056967
Email dave.clay1@tiscali.co.uk

NEW TIMETABLE
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SAXILBY READING GROUP
Our lockdown book for June was
Holy Island by L J Ross which is the
first in a series of 15 books featuring Detective Chief Inspector Ryan.
For his debut on the literary stage DCI Ryan is
seeking sanctuary on the island of Lindisfarne off
the coast of Northumberland, having been forced
to take sabatical leave from his role as a homicide
detective.

Dear Members of the
Book Club.
I sent your report of
‘The Daughter’ to
Michelle (Frances) and she says thank you and
appreciates your comments. She will take on
board what you have said about some of the
characters, though it is too late for the next book,
which is ‘SISTERS”. This will be out in paperback
on 23 July in ASDA at least though other
supermarkets will have it (it usually goes to
TESCO). It will be on Kindle before that. How do
I know, well proudly I say Michelle is my elder
daughter! Thanks for reading the book. I hope
you enjoyed the Ross book - I have enjoyed all of
them so far. Happy reading Steph Prosser.

However, a few days before the Winter
Solstice he finds himself involved in a murder
investigation on the island when a young woman
is found dead in the ancient ruins of the Priory.
As the death appears to involve pagan ritual
practices a former local girl, Dr Anna Taylor,
arrives on the island to work as a consultant in the
investigation. Ryan’s investigation is hampered
by the bond of secrets within the local island
community together with their small town politics
and old jealousies and rivalries. Things are further
complicated by his relationship with Anna which
becomes more than professional.

To other Readers.

Everyone enjoyed the book, finding it a fast paced
crime whodunnit with a storyline which got the
reader’s attention so that it was difficult to put it
down before finding out who was responsible for
the deaths. The author’s principal characters,
Ryan and Anna, were well written and the
descriptions were more detailed than usual when
a book is part of a series. There were a lot of
secondary characters from several different
families which caused slight confusion for the
reader. Most of the Group guessed who the
murderer was but they liked the twist at the end
which no doubt will be elaborated upon in the
on-going series featuring DCI Ryan.

We do wonder how you are all doing in these
strange times. We’re keeping well and life hasn’t
changed much (that sounds so sad). Rhys still has
to have his leg ulcers dressed 3 times a week and
so we go to the surgery. I can still go to
Sainsbury’s once a week though my nearest one
is not as big as Lincoln. We have grown to be avid
theatre goers and of course we are unable to do
that now. Just hoping that all theatres everywhere
will be able to open even if not soon. Like
elsewhere our church has been closed and it has
been very strange not to have the rhythm of
Sundays. I am now PCC Secretary and dare I say I
even miss not having meetings. But of course we
can not do anything until we have our much
delayed APCM. People are very good at keeping
us in touch with news from Saxilby and the rest of
the Group. But you are in our thoughts hoping the
the majority of you are managing to keep safe,
more importantly keep smiling and I know from
experience that you are all looking after each
other.

With the island providing an atmospheric backdrop
to the fictional satanic practices taking place and
the author’s obvious detailed local knowledge, the
location made the book more interesting and it will
no doubt encourage more people to visit.
The book being read in July will be ‘The
Shadow of the Wind’ by Carlos Ruiz Zafón.
For the foreseeable future we will not be having a
face to face meeting each month but by means of
technology we shall continue to share our views on
the book we have been reading.

Here’s to the other side of these strange times, it
looks as if we’re slowly getting there.

We always welcome new members – for
further information please contact Alison on
07834 400129.

Love and prayers Rhys and Steph

Margaret Smith
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get in touch with G.S.L. Neil Mellor who will
inform the relevant section leader.
n.mellor@btinternet.com
As with all organisations, discussions
continue at The Scout Headquarters, with
plans for the resumption of safe ‘face to
face’ Scouting. We await the amber then
green light. Meanwhile the young people
continue developing their #Skills for Life.
Stay safe.

Scouting News

Since early June all sections have held
weekly virtual meetings which have proved
great fun for all participating and another
new experience for some! You’re never too
old to learn, they say, it’s just that there is a
change of pace to life as time passes but
hopefully keeping up. There has been a
quiz, a scavenger hunt, mindful sessions
and lots of laughs. ‘Badges at home’
continue with another 10 completed since
last month and ‘acts of kindness’ prepared
for the local care homes. Plans for another
weekend of ‘camping at home’ are well
under way and will include the whole of
Lincoln & District, with an international
theme. Beavers, Cubs and Scouts from 24th
Lincoln (Saxilby) will fly the flag of Hong
Kong at their individual sleeping unit, be it
indoors or out, den/shelter or tent. They
then have the option of completing
challenges towards their international
badge and logging in at specific times with
camp leaders.
While not all members are joining online
Scouting during lockdown, understandably
for a number of reasons, Scouting families
are welcome to contact at any time. There
are arrangements for children to ‘move on’
to the next section and investitures can
take place online. Also, families wanting
their chid to enrol in Scouting are asked to

Newspaper, magazines etc.

NOTE:- We are unable to set another village
wide paper collection until restrictions are lifted.
Thank you to all our regular and new contributors
to the collections. If you use our 2 monthly
collections OR our Village Hall bins, we hope you
are able to save your papers for us at home until
restrictions are lifted
Village Mail Drops
Again these are suspended until further notice.

Find the way out the maze!
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Doggy Tales
Well I don’t know, still not back
to normal in fact anything but.
Everybody is still acting a bit
weird! Between you and me I
think my mum has run out of
money because she usually takes me for that
awful wash and clip, and you will never guess
what she did instead. I can hardly bear to tell

you. She put me on the table and to my horror,
out of nowhere she produced these shears and
scissors. Oh boy did I shake. Actually she started
up and I didn’t feel so bad when all of a sudden
she shouted out “Oh no”. I looked down and
there it was a very large bare patch on my leg.
I looked at it and thought at least the rest of my
hair is long and it will hide it. I have never seen
her so upset. She said “we will not be able to go
for a walk for a week”. I thought “Oh no.” So
what could I do but give her loads of licks and
she seemed to calm down. She hurriedly put the
shears away and thank goodness I have not seen
them since!
I heard her telling someone that she had done it
because the lady we usually go to isn’t open. I
tell you weird times. One of the good things

amongst all this weirdness is that I am going out
on tons of walks. I can always tell when we are
going to have an extra walk because she rings
our friend Hazel first. It is great seeing lots of my
doggy friends. I think people are being a lot
friendlier again so I get a lot more strokes now.
It will be good when we can go back into that
place where mum used to take me a lot, you

know where there was lots of singing and

GOLDEN WEDDING

hugging. Still we can’t have everything can we?

Congratulations to Margaret & Cliff Newell

Now then where is that biscuit?

Love Suki and mum

Married on June 6th 1970 at St Botolphs Church Saxilby,
Cliff Newell ( serving with REME) and Margaret Turner
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New Archbishop of York to be confirmed
Bishop Stephen Geoffrey Cottrell will be confirmed as the 98th Archbishop of York this month.
The service, at 11am on Thursday 9th July, will be broadcast entirely via video conference due to the
Coronavirus restrictions.
The service, which had been due to take place in York Minster, will be in two parts. A legal ceremony
with readings, prayers and music, will be followed by a film marking the start of Bishop Stephen ’s
ministry as Archbishop of York.
Bishop Stephen Cottrell says: “I am looking forward to beginning my ministry as the 98th Archbishop of York. This
isn’t quite how I imagined it would begin. It is certainly the first time an Archbishop ’s election will have been
confirmed via video conference. But we’re all having to re-imagine how we live our lives and how we inhabit the
world.
“These are difficult times. My hope is that through this service the love of God that is given us in Jesus Christ will
shine out, perhaps even to those who while never attending a service in York Minster, might have a look online
Following in the footsteps of my many predecessors, I look forward to serving our nation and bringing the love and
peace of Christ to our world, especially here in the north.”
The service will be available on the Church of England website. Arrangements for Bishop Stephen ’s enthronement
service will be announced later in the year.

ANSWERS TO WORDSEARCH on Page 2

ANSWERS TO SUDOKU on Page 6

ACROSS:
DOWN:
1, Riches.
1, Rest.
18, Lhasa.
4, Abner’s.
2, Courtyard. 20, Exact.
7, Soul.
3, Sadhu.
21, Erect.
8, Damascus.
4, Arm he.
22, Flog.
9, Statutes.
5, Nose.
23, Mede.
13, Add.
6, Round.
16, Craftsmanship.
10, Tutor.
17, Old.
11, Timid.
19, Redeemer.
12, Sense.
24, Walls are.
13, Ashbelite.
25, Wise.
14, Dips.
26, Target.
15, Echo.
27, Thieve.
ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD on Page 6
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It is always with sadness that June becomes July as we in the church move from feasts and
festivals into what we call ordinary time. My sadness is that we do not get chance to shout
Alleluia and that we revert to green stoles in the main instead of red, purple and gold.
However, it does seem the right colour for the season as everything is so green, the grass and
the leaves on the trees. Nothing in this life seems ordinary at the moment nor for any time
soon. We have made progress from the full lockdown but life is still not as we have known it
before. I am a single person so now I have become part of a bubble with my sister and her
son. It felt quite exciting and I cannot wait for her to visit. There is a downside to everything of
course, it does mean I have to tidy up!
Reverend Nicola and I have been trying to keep in touch with everyone by any means we have
had at our disposal. This has been by telephone calls, zoom services and coffee mornings,
WhatsApp and YouTube. This technology was unknown to us before Covid 19 and here we
are having zoom meetings with the Bishop. I have to say that this is as new to him as it is to
us. Lots of new ways to be church. We can also add to this list dial a sermon and people
physically putting information through doors. Possibly the only thing we have not tried is
smoke signals, watch this space!

No nothing is ordinary or normal at the moment and this goes for almost all of the world.
What is normal is that in these troubled times we look to our faith to help us in the darker
times. Reverend Nicola and I meet as often as we can for Morning Prayer over zoom and we
always discuss the bible readings and psalms for that day. Almost always they seem to match
what is happening on that particular day. It is as if we are sometimes being sent a message
from God to direct us or to help us focus on a particular issue. What it does do is reassure us
that God is working in all this chaos and mayhem. He is always there for us and this feeling of
having someone there has certainly sustained me through these long weeks.
We are at the point where we can see that things are getting better and maybe this month we
will be seeing some of our churches open again. This will also be different and something else
we will have to get used to. The new technology will continue for a while but maybe by the
time we are back to red, gold and purple we will be able to shout Alleluia! Alleluia!
God be with you all
Reverend Gillian

FOSS FOCUS July 2020 Edition – Addendum
Apologies from the Acting Editor for missing this out – must try harder!
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